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Well, another Christmas has slipped away
and I hope it was enjoyable for you. Let’s
all put together a fervent New Year wish
that “Covid” is a word we see in 2022’s
rear-view mirror sooner rather than later.
Of course it is still the holiday season, so
please give your mates a little thought -
especially those who are on their own or
perhaps doing it tough. A simple phone
call to ask if they are OK can make the
world of difference.
This month’s ‘FlyBy’ brings you the
second part of Graeme Lunn’s story of the
life of Arthur Longmore, the first
Australian Naval aviator. Having spent his
early years achieving extraordinary
innovation in the fragile machines of
canvas and wood, he now enters WW1
with equal vigor and fortune. The story is
beautifully researched and illustrated, so I
commend it to you.
Also in this edition - Jim Bush continues
his “Understanding Your Benefits” column
where he explains in clear and simple
language a DVA benefit you may not have
been aware of; we bring you the story
behind the Mystery bi-plane featured in
the last edition, and there’s a little story
about Sydney Town’s encounter with the
USS New Orleans in WW2 - the ship that
wouldn’t die.
I’ve also ventured into an Opinion Column
on a subject that caught my eye - the
matter of the UK MoD changing the
language their Armed Forces is
expected to use. Please feel free to
vent your disagreement or support as
you see fit.

As always, this
magazine depends on
your input and
interaction, so why
not throw a few
lines in an email
to me? We have
a large and vibrant
reader base
and YOUR
views count,
so don’t be
shy! Any
story,
memory or comment will do.

It remains for me to wish you all a very
healthy, happy and prosperous New Year.
In the struggle against Covid we are
entering a new phase, where there is
more personal responsibility for your own
health than ever before. So, consider
getting vaccinated if you were not, and be
sure to get the booster if you were.

Take is easy and stay safe, and thanks for
subscribing to this magazine!

Marcus Peake
Editor ♣

FRONT COVER

An aerial shot of 724
Squadron’s ‘Ramjet’
aerobatic team, flying
their De Havilland
FAW Mk 53 Sea
Venom aircraft.
(Navy image). ♣
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We had thought that every
fragment of our Sea Sprites had
either been returned to the States
or destroyed, but we were wrong.
Two airframes remain. The first is
in the hills of Majura, not far from
Canberra, in the Federal Police
Training Ground.
The second (next page) is a little
closer to home as it lies in the
Bush near JBRF.
Both are used for training in
disaster emergencies, and both
are at the mercy of the elements,
destined to be reduced to a few
scraps of weathered aluminium
as time takes its toll.
Our thanks to Adrian Craft and Greg
“Yogi” Neasby for the images. ♣
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New Entry Officers’ Course students
simulate casualty rescue from a
helicopter crash in 2021. ♣

Have You Been Missing Out on your “FlyBy”?
It’s come to our notice that anyone on our mailing
list with a Defence email address probably hasn’t
been getting FlyBy delivery notifications...or it
could also be that you’ve just not got around to
reading them yet.
If so, no worries! You can find the full library here.
Best to get it delivered, though, so please...keep us
informed of your best email address (not on the
DRN). Simply email the Editor here. ♣

The Sea Sprite was a medium helicopter bought by the ADF in June
of 1997 for delivery in 2001. It was intended for the decks of the
new Offshore Patrol Vessels and the Anzac Class Frigates, but
the OPV was cancelled four months later. The Sea Sprite
procurement ran into significant problems with software integration and
then safety concerns around its digital Automatic Flight Control System.
Delays and cost blow-outs extended the project to March of 2008, when
the Australian Government finally cancelled it. Not one single operational
aircraft was ever delivered. The existing airframes were taken back to

the USA, and the two training airframes,
which we had thought had been burned,
are featured in the images above. You

can read the full story here. ♣

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/flyby-articles/
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/snippets-history/kaman-sh2ga-super-seasprite/
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Department, Commodore Murray Sueter CB RN, had
urgently ordered Longmore to raise all the aircraft he
could and fly to Dunkirk. With 7 aircraft he arrived in
Dunkirk on Sunday 27th September 1914 flying an
R.E.5 to bolster the Wing of aircraft already there
under Wing Commander Samson. Samson and
Longmore had been classmates on the initial RN
pilots course in 1911 and had achieved some
remarkable pioneering firsts before the war.

The situation was chaotic on this open left flank of the
allied armies during the German ‘Wettlauf zum Meer’
or ‘Race to the Sea’. Longmore wasted no time in
getting into action and on 30th September 1914
raided the railway junction at Cambrai. In the absence
of bomb carriers and sights he had his passenger
throw some improvised bombs over the side at his
signal. Of this Longmore later commented “Not very

Main picture: HMAS Australia with
a turret-mounted Sopwith (AWM
image). Left: The 1st Australian
Naval Aviator to die in WW1 -
Lieutenant /Flight Lieutenant Basil
Drummond Ash. Born Southport
Queensland 16 May 1890. Joined
Britannia 1905. Qualified as a pilot
Jan 1914. Lost on anti sub patrol
29/30 Sep 1914 with Lt Henry
Vernon. He is pictured wearing
early protective headgear.

At midnight 4th August 1914 Acting Lieutenant-
Commander/Squadron Commander Arthur
Longmore RN, the Australian born
Commanding Officer of Calshot Naval Air

Station, received the signal “War declared against
Germany, report to the Admiralty forthwith”.
Displaying the promptness expected of a Britannia
trained naval officer he reported less than 8 hours
later. There his immediate task was to requisition all
civil aircraft and engines for the Royal Naval Air
Service. Fourteen aircraft of eight different makes
were collected within two days.
Returning to Calshot Longmore continued testing new
aircraft and delivering them to the east coast stations
for the patrols now ranging over the North Sea and
Channel. The immediate threat posed by German U-
boats was shown when the U-9, on 22nd September
1914, sank the old cruisers Cressy, Hogue and
Aboukir off the Dutch coast. In the space of 90
minutes 1459 officers and men were lost.
With the need for anti-submarine patrols starkly
demonstrated, Flight Lieutenant’s Basil Ash and
Henry Vernon took off from Scapa Flow in a Shorts
74 seaplane late in the afternoon 29th September
1914. It was here in the Orkney Islands that the newly
formed Grand Fleet had concentrated. Ash and
Vernon failed to return. Among the handful of
Australian officers to qualify as aviators before World
War One Ash was fated to be the first Australian naval
aviator killed on active service.
A few days before Ash’s loss the Director of the Air

By Graeme Lunn

PART 2: WAR
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accurate bombing, I fear, and I do not suppose it
caused any inconvenience to the German troop
movements”.
Wing Commander Samson was in his buccaneering
element and, when not flying, formed an improvised
armoured car unit from his officers private vehicles
and available lorries. These ranged far afield, even
engaging German Uhlan cavalry on occasion.
Samson assigned Longmore to run the base depot at
St.Pol and then the advanced base at Ostend. While
the Siege of Antwerp continued to its fall on 10th
October 1914 the aircraft were busy with coastal
reconnaissance to warn if the Germans sortied
against the troop transports. As 4th Corps pulled
back towards the Yser Longmore carried out
valuable army reconnaissance work as the Germans
were approaching Lille.
These aircraft and armoured cars of the RNAS
became known as Churchill’s ‘Dunkirk Circus’. The
First Lord of the Admiralty Winston Churchill had
stretched his Admiralty responsibilities to encompass
the land war. Churchill formed many naval reservists
into the Royal Naval Division and committed these
and Royal Marines to Belgium. Dispatched by
Cabinet to personally organise reinforcements and
stiffen Belgian resistance during the Antwerp siege
Churchill revelled in the rapidly changing situation.
Longmore was ordered back to England on the 13th
of October 1914 and given the prestigious task of
creating No.1 RNAS Squadron. This, the first
designated naval squadron, was officially formed
three days later. Assigned 12 aircraft, all the
organisation, complement and transport was left
entirely to Longmore’s administrative skills. Ground
staff training took the most time as he rounded up
promising lads from local bicycle and motor shops to
supplement his existing nucleus of naval technical
staff.
Having formed one flight of Bristol Scouts he led it to
Newcastle on 18th November 1914 in response to an
invasion threat. The Scout had been partly designed
by the engineer Henry Busteed of Melbourne (RAC
Certificate No.94, 13th June 1911). Busteed had
been selected to co-found military flying in Australia

in 1912 but elected to stay with Bristols as their chief
test pilot before joining the RNAS at the outbreak of
war. When the sea fog allowed coastal patrols were
undertaken. Longmore took this opportunity to visit
Blyth shipyards where a merchantman was being
converted to a seaplane carrier. This was to
commission the next month as the first aviation Ark
Royal. Once the invasion scare passed the flight
returned south to complete No.1’s composite
formation of other types in addition to their Scouts.
At the start of 1915 Longmore was promoted to Wing
Commander and his Squadron moved to Dover. The
emerging German submarine bases in the occupied
ports of Zeebrugge, Bruges and Ostend were soon
the subject of one of the first strategic bombing
campaigns. On the 11th and 12th February 1915
Longmore led 16 aircraft against them. Technology
was moving quickly under the imperative of war and
his aircraft now carried a bomb rack of 4x20lb
bombs with a toggle release switch for the pilot.

No.1(Naval) Squadron deployed to Dunkirk Air
Station on 26th February 1915 and Samson moved
on to new fame in the Dardanelles. The station was
only 12nm from the German trenches at Nieuport on
the North Sea and No.1(Naval) was to be fully
engaged for the remainder of the year. As gun
fittings, W/T sets and bombing gear improved the
squadron was increasingly useful in its many tasks.
These ranged from strategic bombing of Zeppelin
sheds and submarine bases, gunnery spotting for the
big guns of the monitors and patrols to track coastal
shipping and submarine movements.

Several other pre-war Australian aviators served
under Longmore in No.1(Naval). The Sydney born
Royal Marine officer Ivon Courtney was a founding
squadron member. Courtney, who raided the
submarines at Hoboken docks in Antwerp, had been
taught to fly by Longmore at CFS (RAeC Certificate
No.304, 1st October 1912). Acting Flight
Commander Douglas Evill of Broken Hill had joined
the Royal Naval College at Osborne in 1905. A first
cousin to Longmore, who had counselled him to
specialise as an aviator, Evill qualified privately
(RAeC Certificate No.512, 13th June 1913) whilst

It is easy to see why the early Royal Naval Air Service in France was nicknamed Churchill’s
“Dunkirk Circus” as it resembled nothing if not a mis-matched and motley collection of craft.
Aside from the aircraft they also sported an improvised armored vehicle unit comprising officers’
private cars and commandeered lorries. The Circus ranged far afield and engaged the enemy
wherever possible including, on one occasion, a German cavalry unit.
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The pre-war years were the cradle of aviation,
and although aircraft tested the cutting edge
of technology of the time, they were
rudimentary. Here is Longmore in a Maurice
Farman at the 1912 army manoeuvres.[1].
War brought huge advances to just about
every aspect of aviation, however, and by
1917 the Royal Navy Air Service was
operating substantial craft such as this
Felixstore F2b Flying Boat with a crew of
four and the ability to fly for six hours. It is
painted in ‘dazzle’camouflage which was the
naval custom of the time. [2].
Ship design was transitioning too. Furious [3]
was a converted cruiser with substantial
flight decks fore and aft, but the central
superstructure was still an impediment
around which aircraft had to be manhandled.
She was the forerunner to the true ‘through
deck’aircraft carriers that would follow.

21 3

serving in destroyers. Evill was instrumental in
developing the squadrons gun-spotting methods with
W/T and later commanded No.2 (Naval). By the end
of his uniformed service he was Air Chief Marshal Sir
Douglas Evill GBE KCB DSC AFC DL.
Towards the end of 1915 two newly qualified
Australian Flight Sub-Lieutenants arrived in the
squadron. Longmore, while handing over his
command, recognised their early potential by
recommending both for promotion. Stanley Goble
from Victoria (RAeC Certificate No.1557, 10th August
1915) went on to be a 10 aircraft ace, commanded
No.5(Naval) and was a future head of the RAAF.
Roderick ‘Stan’ Dallas (RAeC Certificate No.1512, 5th
August 1915) from Queensland achieved 32 victories,
becoming the second highest scoring Australian ace
of the war. Dallas himself commanded No.1(Naval) in
1917 before his death in action 1st June 1918.
Since 1911 the Navy had been content to use anyone

Above. Longmore had a rare ability to spot talent
and was quick to promote Stanley Goble (left) and
Roderick “Stan” Dallas. Both were to become air
aces at a time when life expectancy of a fighter pilot
was measured in weeks. Goble went on to be a
future head of the RAAF; Dallas was killed in action
a few months before the end of the war.

in their aircrafts’ second seats, such as another pilot
or even a loafing midshipman. Once on active
service, however, it quickly became obvious that a
specialist role with its attendant training was required.
Longmore took on strength four volunteers from the
Royal Marine Artillery 3rd February 1915 and set
about training them, often under fire, to be the first
designated Naval Observers. While spotting for
Revenge and Bustard an Aldis lamp was used until
they could obtain W/T equipment. Longmore did not
hesitate to commission any who showed promise in
the role and even poached the visiting British Consuls’
chauffeur (see here). By mid-1915 several RNR
officers were also flying as Observers with No.1
(Naval).
At the start of 1916 Longmore could be justifiably
proud of his achievements. In 15 months he had
raised, organised and led on active service the first
RNAS squadron. His squadron had destroyed
Zeppelins in the air (Flight Sub-Lieutenant Reginald
Warneford winning the first naval aviation VC for
destroying LZ37, 7th June 1915) and in their sheds in
occupied Belgium. They had harassed the enemies
submarine bases and made frequent reconnaissance
of all occupied ports and coastal waters. The King of
the Belgians proclaimed that “he slept much better”
since Longmore’s arrival and made him an Officer of
the Order of the Crown of Belgium.
Both the First Lord of the Admiralty Winston Churchill
and the First Sea Lord Admiral of the Fleet The Lord
Fisher had resigned in May 1915 in the fallout from
the Dardanelles fiasco. They were replaced by the
staid hands of prudence and discretion represented in
the persons of Arthur Balfour and Admiral Sir Henry
Jackson. Jackson was soon on record stating that the
Air Service “owing to its enormous expansion was
unwieldy… and discipline was bad”.
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Now occurred a strange interlude in Longmore’s
career. In a private letter from General Headquarters
in France 4th July 1915 to the new civilian First Lord
Balfour, Major John Baird MP (later Lord Stonehaven,
Governor-General of Australia 1925-1930) quoted his
Chief of the British Military Mission at Belgian HQ,
Brigadier General Tom Bridges (to be Governor of
South Australia 1922-1927) as saying he believed a
certain amount of intrigue “was going on against
Longmore at home”. Bridges credited Longmore with
evolving an efficient air service out of chaos and
stated that any change in command of the Naval Air
Wing at Dunkirk would be a ‘misfortune’.
It was becoming apparent that RNAS success was no
longer sufficient shield from established Admiralty
figures whose sway had been contained under the
previous Lords. Discipline was discussed by the
Board 9th July 1915 who emphasised that the RNAS

was under the same disciplinary position as any other
branch. Admiralty Weekly Order of 29th July 1915
stated that in principle the RNAS was ‘to be regarded
in all aspects as an integral part of the Royal Navy”.
Even such relatively junior officers as Longmore and
Samson were seemingly to be tainted by their
association with Churchill - now serving in the
trenches of the Western Front. The ‘freewheeling’
ways of the new branch had obviously been too much
for some.
The axe was poised and the opportunity for those
Admiralty shadows came when Longmore formally
accused a fellow RNAS officer of attempted looting at
Ypres Cathedral. The Court of Enquiry in December
1915 found the allegations unfounded. The Court
went on to say that Longmore had “failed in his duties
as CO of a Naval Wing where he had lent himself to a
system of plotting and intrigue”. Their Lordships
Displeasure was noted on his personal file 6th

January 1916 and he was
informed that he would revert
in rank and be sent to sea.
Meanwhile Samson, in the
Dardanelles since March
1915, also incurred their
Lordships Displeasure from
afar for “a want of care in the
performance of his duties” in
January 1916.
Longmore himself, almost
certainly unaware of the letter
to Balfour, blamed the
situation on representing his
views too stridently to the
Admiralty. As a front line CO,
suffering the inevitable
casualties, he felt strongly that
service ineptitude was
allowing the Germans to gain
air superiority in both the
quantity and quality of their
aircraft. Making public what

No 1 RNAS Squadron aircrew. Longmore is the brass hat seated in the middle.

Right: Another shot of HMS Furious in
1918 showing its two flight decks - aft
for landing, with a barrier to avoid
striking the superstructure, and forward
for take-offs. Aircraft were stored in
hangars on the quarter deck and raised
to the deck by means of two lifts, and
were manhandled as required along the
trackways between the two decks.
This two-deck structure was part of her
evolution towards a true ‘through deck’
aircraft carrier, as she had started with
just a single deck forward before being
modified to the two-deck fore-and-aft
configuration shown here. After WW1
her superstructure was removed entirely
and she became the Navy’s third
‘through deck’ carrier. Furious ably
served throughout most of WW2 and
was scrapped in 1948.
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1 5.9” 9-11 11”

2 11” Pitched on Fo’castle. Burst in cable locker flat. 12 11” - Burst on Q turret blew in centre sighting hood.

3 Two 11” projectiles burst in Sick Bay at 4.35pm. 13 11” - Did more damage than any other projectile.

4 11” 14-15 11” - Did not penetrate hull.

5 Hit A barbette -12” 16 11” - Burst on X turret.

6 Burst in flour store - 11” 17-20 5.9”

7 Carried away steaming light - 11”
21 12” Broke back of steam pinnacle on No.4 Derrick.

Blew away battery door and part of bulkhead.8 11” bounced off with little damage
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Following his demotion Longmore was
posted back to the Fleet to serve aboard
HMS Tiger (right) during the Battle of
Jutland. On 31st May 1916 at 15:48
Tiger opened director fire on Moltke at
17,000 yards and within seven minutes
had been hit herself six times. One shell
cracked the barbette of Longmore’s A
turret and filled it and the magazine with
high explosive fumes. Two shells
exploded in the sick bay immediately
below and the resultant fire added its
smoke to the choking atmosphere inside
the turret. All told Tiger was to be hit 18
times in the course of the battle.
Indefatigable, immediately astern of
Tiger, blew up at 16:03. Longmore was
watching the enemy line and the ship
ahead in their own battle line at 16:26
when “the next moment I saw the Queen
Mary go up and disintegrate completely.
Thirty thousand tons and 1300 officers
and men gone in a flash”. He also saw
Defence explode in the distance at
18:20 and observed the wreck of
Invincible (blown in half at 18:31) as
they manoeuvred. Longmore admired
the destroyer he could see finishing off
the light cruiser Wiesbaden before
realising that it was Onslow
commanded by John Tovey, his old
Britannia Chief Cadet Captain. It was
Tovey in 1941, as Commander-in-Chief
Home Fleet in the battleship King
George V, who would hunt down the
Bismarck. As Tiger headed back
towards Rosyth on the evening of 1st
June 1916 they buried their dead at sea.

Longmore at the Battle of Jutland

many in the hierarchy feel should be kept private,
whether institutional lassitude or individual looting,
has never been career enhancing.
Immediately before this black mark in Longmore’s file
is a notice from the Director of the Air Department of
his good work in command of the Air Squadron at
Dunkirk “which has accounted for 3 Zeppelins” and a
record of his Belgian decoration. Immediately
following it is the Gazette entry for 12th January 1916
when he received an Army Mention in Dispatches for
his operations on the Belgian Coast August to
November 1915. The next entry was the Order of
Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur, granted by the
French Government for his services while at Air
Station Dunkerque, and the award of the French
Croix de Guerre. Clear demonstrations of the lack of
credence to be given to any “failure in his duty”
claimed by the naval Court of Enquiry, while
accusations of “intrigue” would appear more a case
of Admiralty projection.
After his tailor re-laced his uniforms from 3 to 2½
stripes Lieutenant-Commander Longmore reported
onboard the Battlecruiser Tiger 24th January 1916.
Based at Rosyth in the Firth of Forth Tiger was part
of the 1st Battlecruiser Squadron of Vice-Admiral Sir

David Beatty’s Battlecruiser Force. Exhibiting a naval
officer’s acceptance of shoddy treatment, Longmore
was observed by Captain Pelly RN to approach his
duties as Senior Watchkeeper and Turret Officer of
the 13.5” twin barrelled A turret with keenness.
Beatty, for whom Longmore had been his
Midshipman runner or ‘doggie’ in Juno in 1902, was
not one to ignore new ideas and experience.
Longmore was immediately co-opted to the Battle
Cruiser Force Conference considering anti-Zeppelin
defence for Edinburgh, and frequently attended the
Standing Air Committee onboard Lion.
On the afternoon of 31st May 1916 the Battlecruiser
Force encountered Vice Admiral Hipper’s scouting
group of five battlecruisers in the opening phase of
what became known as the Battle of Jutland. The
battleships of the force were not close enough to
immediately support the battlecruisers Lion, Princess
Royal, Queen Mary, Tiger, Indefatigable and New
Zealand. Seeing Lützow, Derfflinger, Seydlitz, Moltke
and Von der Tann on the horizon from the the small
armoured look out on top of his A turret Longmore
could not help observing that conditions were ideal
for seaplanes.
Engadine, Beatty’s only accompanying seaplane
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Australia’s First Naval Aviator
and later Air Chief Marshal Sir
Arthur Murray Longmore, CGB,
DSO, DL 1885-1970.

carrier, had launched one reconnaissance sortie
before the battle. With the forces then moving at
speed during the opening phases to stop and hoist
out her seaplanes was not considered practical. Later
in the confused battle she was diverted to assist a
disabled ship instead of operating her seaplanes.
Despite five years of aviation evolution Grand Fleet
Battle Orders ignored aviation capability and Jellicoe
had sortied without his seaplane carrier Campania.
The sea-power strategist Admiral Mahon accurately
observed that there were “changes in tactics only
after a great interval after changes in weapons” and
that while weapons can improve rapidly “tactics have
to overcome the inertia of a conservative class”.
Longmore’s aviation expertise made him too valuable
to remain a Lieutenant-Commander with the Fleet. On
14th June 1916 the Air Department put forward a
submission for him to be reinstated to the RNAS. In a
conciliatory gesture, and perhaps in recognition that
an injustice had been done, he was restored in rank to
Wing Commander with his original seniority. Back at
his tailors Mr. Gieves himself asked “Which is it this
time, Sir, up or down?”
Longmore went to command Killingholme Station on
the Humber equipped with Short and Sopwith Scout
seaplanes. Under the Admiral Commanding East
Coast he was also in general charge of Air Stations at
Redcar, Scarborough and South Shields. On 8th
September 1916 Longmore returned to Eastchurch
as Officer Commanding. Only five years before he
and three fellow officers had been at Eastchurch on
the first naval pilots course in two loaned aircraft. The
station now numbered 90 officers and 900 men in the
flying school, gunnery school and a war flight of
B.E.2c aircraft.
In February 1917 Longmore became Assistant
Superintendent for Design in the Air Department.
Light cruisers were being fitted to carry fighters over a
turret mounting. The D.H.4 was entering service and
the new F.3 flying-boats with their crew of four could
mount five Lewis Guns, 4x230lb bombs, and fly for
6½ hours. Oxygen was even being considered for
flight above 10,000’. Furious, a converted cruiser,
embarked Sopwith Pup fighters (soon to be replaced
by the Camel) as well as reconnaissance seaplanes.
Longmore was a member of the Admiralty Committee
on Deck Landing and Argus was under construction
as the first through-deck carrier. It was an exhilarating
time in naval aviation.
The Italian Front was wavering as the Battle of
Caporetto ground on into November 1917. That
month Longmore was posted to the staff of the
Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean in Malta. Having
assessed the situation he felt that the RNAS
Squadrons, patrolling from southern Italy and active
against submarines in the approaches to Malta, the
Straits of Otranto and the Aegean, should focus their
strength. With his experience of strategic bombing
early in the war Longmore proposed a campaign
against the U-boat bases in the Adriatic. Once
approved the now Wing Captain Longmore spent 3
months arranging new airfields, formations and
equipment for the campaign.
On 1st April 1918 the 55,000 personnel and almost
3000 aircraft of the Royal Naval Air Service merged

with the Royal Flying Corps to become the Royal Air
Force. Wing Captain Longmore was made a
temporary Colonel RAF. In eight years of flying
Longmore had been successively - and often
concurrently - a Lieutenant, Acting Lieutenant-
Commander, Squadron Commander, Lieutenant-
Commander, Wing Commander, Acting Commander,
Lieutenant-Commander, Wing Commander, Wing
Captain, Lieutenant Colonel and now temporary
Colonel. Small wonder that Admiral Sir Somerset
Gough-Calthorpe in Malta complained that he “didn’t
quite understand it at all”!
As Officer Commanding the RAF’s Adriatic Group
headquartered in Taranto Longmore led No.66 Wing
with 3 squadrons and No.67 Wing with two squadrons
in a bombing offensive against the Austrian ports of
the Adriatic. The Group also supported the Italian
army in Albania. Awarded a Distinguished Service
Order and a second Mention in Dispatches for his
Adriatic campaign Longmore was further decorated
with the Italian Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus
as well as the Croce di Guerra.
At the start of August 1919 Longmore took a
Permanent Commission as a Wing Commander in
the Royal Air Force and was made Group Captain
four days later. In the following 25 years he went on to
prove Gough-Calthorpes’s prediction that he would
make “a fine officer in the senior ranks” being “broad
minded and far seeing” while “always ready to
assume large responsibilities”.
Arthur Murray Longmore, from the ages of 25 to 33,
had been the leading Australian pioneer in naval
aviation. Pre-war he had been the first British pilot to
take off and land on water, and the first in the world to
drop a live torpedo. Forming the first naval squadron
in 1914 he demonstrated initiative and drive
throughout World War One with the Royal Naval Air
Service and, from 1st April 1918, with the Royal Air
Force. His personal leadership and gallantry had
seen him decorated by four nations.

Postscript: In June 1944 the newly retired Longmore
volunteered for
the Yachtsmen’s
Emergency Ser‐
vice. He was ap‐
pointed skipper of
Motor Fishing
Vessel 124 work‐
ing as a tender to
the Normandy In‐
vasion Fleet out of
Portsmouth. Not
many skippers
would have been
invited to dine on‐
board Victory with
the naval Com‐
mander-in-Chief,
but then not many
retired Air Chief
Marshals were
also trained sea‐
man who had sur‐
vived the Battle of
Jutland.♣
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In Last Month’s FlyBy we included a little snippet entitled “The
Hunchback Observer”, recounting the story of Observer Jones
who carried a spanner to forcibly encourage his pilots to
follow his directions. Graeme Lunn tracked down the story
of this remarkable individual.

He was Flight Observer W.B.L. Jones, who was the only son of
William Jones, Bishop of St. David’s in Cardiganshire, and his wife
Anne who hailed from Oxford.

Jones suffered from very delicate health and would not have
passed a recruiting medical, so at the outbreak of WW1 he at once

volunteered to take his motor-car to
France where, at his own expense, he
worked on the Western Front transporting the
wounded. In In The following May he became
an Observer in the R.N.A.S., (see last month’s
FlyBy) and in August, 1915, he was sent to the
Dardanelles. He remained with the Eastern
Mediterranean Squadron until the end of 1916,
when he was promoted Flight-Observer and was
mentioned in Despatches for his services. For some time
he acted as Intelligence Officer to his Wing. In March, 1917, he went to
Italy and was drowned on January 7th, 1918, when his aeroplane came
down while on patrol over the Mediterranean. He was again mentioned in
Despatches in the Birthday Honours list of June 3rd, 1918. ♣

Above. 2/Lt Jones (left)

NEW STOCK
HAS ARRIVED!

We now have a
supply of “Fly
Navy” stickers, as
pictured here.
Made of high quality vinyl, they are 60x200 mm on a self adhesive
backing. Easy to apply and long lasting in the Aussie sun.
Priced at just $1.50 each for orders less than ten, or $1.30 each for ten
or more, they represent a huge bargain. On commercial websites they
are selling for $4.50 a pop.
Will be sold on a first-come-first-served basis, so you shouldn’t
hesitate too long in putting in your order here. Minimum order is five
stickers. ♣

NEWMEMBERS IN THE LAST QUARTER

Tindall, David NSW Coombs, Rick NSW

Rendell, David ACT Robinson, Graham NSW

Baddams, David NSW Somerville, Ray QLD

Todd, Steven NSW Graeme Frazer VIC

Austin, Neil NSW Paul Cosgrove QLD

Mark Bird NSW Stephen Wood NSW

REST IN PEACE
Since the last edition
of FlyBy we have
been advised that the
following people have
Crossed the Bar:
Bernie Jeffrey and
Nic Roberts.
Click on the image of the candle for more detail.♣

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/news-views/fly-navy-stickers/
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
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By Jim Bush

Essential Medical Equipment
Payment

An annual payment of $164.00 may be paid by
DVA for members, or for a person they care for,
towards the energy costs of running each piece
of essential medical equipment, or a single
payment of $164.00 for a medical condition that
needs medically required heating or cooling.
Eligibility for payment for a member or for a
person cared for by them, they both must hold a
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card or a
Pensioner Concession Card issued by DVA ,or a
Veteran Gold or White Card.
A guide to the eligibility requirements that apply to
entitlement for the payment, along with the
eligible energy sources & the medical conditions
for heating or cooling, and the essential medical
equipment items covered, are set out in the
attached DVA Essential Medical Equipment
Payment Information Sheet here.
The Application Forms to apply for payment by
the member and for the person cared for may be
completed by filling them out in the electronic
versions listed in the DVA Information Sheet,
then printing a copy and lodging them at the DVA
mailing address below. Alternatively, these
Application Forms are available in paper print
form and copies may be obtained from the DVA
State Office Branches in each State.
EMEP Claims Processing
Department Veterans Affairs
GPO Box 9998
Brisbane QLD 4001. ♣

The population of Earth is around 7.8 Billion.

For most people, it is a large figure. However, if
you condensed 7.8 billion into 100 persons and
then into various percentage statistics, the
resulting analysis is relatively much easier to
comprehend.

Out of 100 :
11 are in Europe
5 are in North America
9 are in South America
15 are in Africa
60 are in Asia

49 live in the countryside
51 live in cities

75 have mobile phones
25 do not.

30 have internet access
70 do not have the availability to go online

7 received university education
93 did not attend college.

83 can read
17 are illiterate.

33 are Christians
22 are Muslims
14 are Hindus
7 are Buddhists
12 are other religions
12 have no religious beliefs.

26 live less than 14 years
66 died between 15 - 64 years of age
8 are over 65 years old.

If you have your own home, eat full meals and
drink clean water, have a mobile phone, can surf
the internet and have gone to college, you are in
the minuscule privileged lot (in the less than 7%
category)

If you are one of these 7%, and most of us
reading this magazine are, then you are truly
blessed. Be content & grateful. Cherish life, seize
the moment, and every day remember how
privileged you are. ♣

There’s
Nothing to
Whinge
About...

ALSO
Free 12 month Health and Fitness
Program for returned veterans,

peacekeepers and ADF Firefighters.
See next page for details. ♣

https://www.dva.gov.au/health-and-treatment/help-cover-healthcare-costs/essential-medical-equipment-payment
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Don’t forget to renew
your membership

subscription now. Full
details here.

Dear Editor,
In my opinion, your explanation of the pushing out
over the river of the new bridge segments is
somewhat misleading.
The Launch Nose is needed in the first instance to
enable the very first segment to reach the first pier set.
It stays attached to that first segment as each
successive segment is completed (at the rear) and
the gradually growing bridge deck is pushed across to
reach the opposite abutment. Only then will the
Launch Nose be removed.
Regards, David Elliston
Thanks for clearing that up, David. You are right - the
Launch Nose is only used on the first segment, and the
other segments are ‘daisy chained’behind it.
The bridge’s deck is poured in 19 individual segments,
each about 20 metres long. They are constructed on
site at the southern end of the bridge, and each
contains about 36 cubic metres of concrete.
When the first segment was constructed it was pushed
forward 20 metres on low-friction pads using
hydraulic jacks, with the Launch nose in place. The
second segment was then constructed behind it before
also being pushed north. The process is then repeated

and the next segment put into place, shuffling the
earlier ones forward.
Once all segments are located there will be 360 metres
of bridge. The Launch Nose will then be removed from
the first segment and finishing work to the deck will
begin, prior to laying the road surface.
You can see a video of this process here. ♣

Dear Editor
Thanks for the video link to the deconstruction of
HMAS Success. It’s always sad to see the end of a
ship, particularly if you served on one or more of the
many of the FAA Flights aboard her, but its comforting
to think that right to the end she served Australia - and
has been recycled back into our economy, rather than
someone else’s.
I never had anything to do with Success, but for me it
was sad to see the slipway and workshops in the
background, where I plied my trade immediately prior
to joining the Navy, being used for a purpose counter
to those engaged in during my years - the
construction of shipping.
Time moves on I guess, wonder if the ship’s steel
went into the furnace at the Whyalla steel works for
recycling, I worked on the construction, commission-
ing and early days of production there as well.
Cheers, Brian Abraham.
PS: wonderful work with the magazine.♣

https://roads-waterways.transport.nsw.gov.au/projects/nowra-bridges-shoalhaven-river/video-gallery/index.html
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Dear Editor,
Re the Sea Sprite airframe, I inherited one and hid it
in the bush at JBRF. Last place I positioned it was E7
(roughly) on the PTS/JBRF/Creswell emergency map
for JBRF. It was a fair way up the track and rolled onto
its side.
I assume the airframe was a Training aid, and was
stripped bare. It sat in Air movements (B hangar) for
some considerable period after the Sea Sprite project
was cancelled, and the Airfield Co-ordinator wanted it
gone. I do not have any pics.
It was used for crash exercises, force element
protection and other funny business by certain
elements of our Defence Forces. If my dim memory is
correct, it was around 2008 or so. Also had a Squirrel
airframe for the same purposes.
Cheers, Yogi Neasbey
Thanks Yogi. Another little secret snippet of history
rediscovered!
This is the second airframe we have now become
aware of and readers can see photographs of both
earlier in this Edition, thanks to the efforts of a couple
of dedicated individuals. ♣

Dear Editor,
The picture of the HS748 at Ayers Rock (above) was
interesting. I agree with the comments made in paper
#21. There was also another reason. We dropped off
a load of footballers for a competition at Alice Springs
and had little to do for the day. The aircrew decided to
climb the Rock so we all joined in. (The ground crew).
The climb was frantic with competition between the
groups and if I remember correctly the Aircrew won
despite one pilot being seen bringing up his breakfast.
We did at least 3 trips to the Rock during my time.
Another was a Army verses Navy quickest to the top.
Army won. Our thanks to the local police force there
at the time. They provided the transport and
guide.
Many great
memories.
Regards,
Chris Ormond.
Ex WOATA ♣

Dear Editor,
As you know I am now a HARS volunteer as they
own all the RANHF aircraft now. I am helping out with
a Vampire restoration as well as maintaining two
Hueys, 898 and 893. The Team for the Hueys are
working on getting 893 airworthy so we can have a
formation of B models. We are also being gifted an
Ex Air Force/ARMY UH1H which we intend to fly
also. So we might one day have a formation of three
Hueys.
I will keep you posted.
The Vampire sounds interesting? Did we have
Vampires or only Venoms?
Cheers, Greg Morris ♣

Dear Editor,
Well done on another “FlyBy”.
Couldn't help noticing the article on Minas Gervais in
‘Around the Traps’.
One day while I was in Washington, the Brazilian
Naval Attache asked to call on me - he was a 2 Star!
He told me that they had a ship for sale and that the
RAN might be interested. It was of course the Minas

Gerais and I really enjoyed telling him 'It was
ours before it was yours'!

No sale.
Jack McCaffrie

♣
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Dear Editor,
April 1st 2020 saw me depart New Zealand for my
next flying roster with British Airways out of London
Heathrow. Telling the wife that I would see her in three
weeks time I did not get back to NZ until December.
The Covid Pandemic had struck and, 20 months later,
life has still not got back to normal for the aviation
world.
For those airline pilots fortunate enough to be flying
the correct type (in my case the B787) life was
changed significantly but at least we were still flying
and earning. For too many of my FAA contemporaries
who went on to airline careers it meant early
retirement or Jobseekers Allowance while awaiting
being stood up again.
Flying freighter services full of medical supplies
instead of passengers, the normal socialising and
paid tourist life down route became a blur of hotel and
individual room confinements. Quickly realising that I
was wasting way too much time binging on Netflix I
discovered podcasts - and among the plethora
available my eye was immediately caught by the
Australian Naval History Podcast.
The six Series (to date) produced by the Naval
Studies Group at the University of New South Wales
(Canberra) were a saving grace. Commencing in
2016 an impressive group of naval historians, taking
time out from writing their books and journal papers,
have produced the Australian Naval History podcast
series. Drawing on their partnership with the Navy
Seapower Centre, the Australian Naval Institute, the
Submarine Institute and the Naval Historical Society
each podcast examines in depth some episode from
the history of the Royal Australian Navy.
The podcasts expert panel will include, where
possible, those who were participants on the spot.
The academics themselves are not dry ivory towers
types but almost to a person ex-RAN. To pick a few
the names du Toit, Jones, Goldrick, McCaffrie,
Stevens and Baillie might be familiar to anyone that
has served since the 1970’s.
Among the 93 Episodes across six Series there are
many that will be of particular interest to FAAAA
Members:
• S2E7-9 RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam
• S3E12 HMAS Sydney in the Korean War
• S5E14-17 The RAN in the Gulf from Desert

Shield, Desert Storm, sanctions and the Iraq War.
• S5E18-19 The Flagship HMAS Melbourne.
• S5E20 The Navy and the 1998 Sydney Hobart

Yacht Race.
• S6E4-5 The RAN in East Timor INTERFET.
• S6E6 The RAN in the Gulf after the Iraq War.

Premiere
Podcasts

Australian Naval
History Podcast

Click Here

• S6E7 Helicopters Over the Sinai.
• S6E10 The Melbourne Group 99.
You would be doing yourself a disservice, however, if
you only restricted yourself to these. I have found
some of the most interesting listening was in areas I
had no previous knowledge of. Ranging from ‘The
Coastwatchers’ (S4E5-6) to the ‘RAN in the Gulf
1941’ (S6E5) or the currently topical ‘RAN and the
Spanish Flu Pandemic’ (S5E11) there is something of
unexpected interest to everyone.
My recommendation is to dip in. Now newly retired I
listen to them while on the exercise bike and 40
minutes to an hour later finish sweaty but better
informed.
Cheers, Graeme Lunn
Thanks Graeme, they are indeed a really interesting
way to spend a little time. Readers who wish to listen
can find them here, or click on the button in the image
below. ♣

Why not write a “Letter to the Editor”?
Simply put your story, comment or point

of view in an email and send it to the
Editor here. No limits, no restrictions.
Photos and the like also accepted if you

want.
He’ll let you know if your submission will
be printed and will, of course, exercise

Editorial rights if necessary, after
advising you.

https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/australian-naval-history-podcast/id1295459230
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/australian-naval-history-podcast/id1295459230
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Dear Editor,
Back in 1982, as a young Lieutenant, I was the Ops
Officer for HC 723 “Bell Cell”, with LCDRMike Lehan
as the OIC, later changed to HC 723 B Flight when
Mike took over as CO. One of Bell Cell’s main roles
was ASAC training, for which we primarily used the
UH-1 but also the B206.
This was the sad period period following the demise
of HMAS Melbourne, prior to arrival of the S-70B-2,
and before the SK50 had deployed on small decks.
Therefore, the RAN had no embarked assets other
than the B206 on HMAS Moresby.
In Oct 1982, HC 723 was directed by the Fleet
Commander to embark a B206 in HMAS Stalwart for
support of the FC (RADM M. Hudson) and Fleet Staff
during Ex Sandgroper ‘82, to be held off the coast of
WA. I was chosen as the Flight Commander, SBLT
Chris Tutin was the pilot, and CPO Ian Lockett was
the FSMS. I don’t completely recall the circumstances
but Ian couldn’t have had all the requisite quals
because LEUT Col Allen also joined the Flight as the
engineering and maintenance authority. LS Beck,
and ABs Wilson, Cameron and Starrett made up
the remainder of the team. On 27 Oct 1982, ‘Stalwart
Flight’ embarked in HMAS Stalwart (CAPT Salmon,
brother of the birdie) in Sydney Harbour with B206B-1
side number 896.
With the Fleet Staff embarked and flying the Flag of
the Fleet Commander, Stalwart took a little over a
week to get to Stirling, with the Flight conducting
various fleet support tasks along the way.
Fleet had decided thatMoresby’s Flight would also be
seconded to Stalwart for the exercise and so,
somewhere around 20 Nov 1982, Moresby’s B206
arrived onboard, under the command of LEUT Tony
Reyne. Now Stalwart had the entire embarked
aviation assets of the RAN. Operating two B206 s off
Stalwart’s deck required a bit of juggling but we
managed to do it safely.
One funny moment from this period - during the

exercise, Stalwart’s two budgies were tasked for a
dawn surface search in conjunction with an SH2F
Sea Sprite from USS F.E. Hammond, hoping to catch
an O boat snorting before approaching the force.
Strung out line abreast at our visual limit, we all
headed west, thinking that the Sea Sprite would be
keeping an eye on us all. After reaching the western
edge of our search area (by my calculations) but still
pointed for South Africa, I informed the Yank that I
thought we were getting near the edge of our area.
His response “Ah, sir, what y’all using for your nav?”
Me - “ a USN Mk6 plotting board”. Him - “Right, we’ll
follow you!”
After a quick trip back across the Bight, the aircraft
disembarked from Flagship Stalwart on 07 Dec 1982
as she sailed past JB, with the maintenance team
returning home once she got alongside in Sydney.
A short vignette in the history of the B206 in RAN
service but one that plugged a gap in Navy’s ability to
get aviation assets to sea.
Regards, Paul Folkes ♣

Letter of the Month

We have two large bodies of work going on at
the moment. The first is a detailed look at the
Bell 206 Kiowa in service in the Navy, and the
second is the story of how the RAN
transitioned from a “Carrier” Fleet Air Arm to
small ships Flights after the demise of
Melbourne.
Paul Folkes’ letter above is a good example of
the snippets of information we want - i.e. your
story of serving on one of those early Flights,
either Bell 206 or AS350 Squirrel. Stories of
the problems that had to be overcome; the
issues in keeping small Flights operating;
engineering problems; operating limitations;
envelopes, shortages of people or bits - or
simply memories of your time on those ships.
All would be welcome.
Every story fits into the bigger picture, so
please help out before we all get too old to
remember those golden days. Simply scribe
them into an email and send them to the Editor
here. ♣

Please...

...have
your
say

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Although the Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia has grown just a little this year, our membership
numbers remain perilous. We need to keep every single member we have, and get as many new ones as
possible.

If you are NOT a member, why not consider joining? It’s the best value you’ll find anywhere (see below
for what we do and what you get) and its easy to do! Simply click here to start the process.

If you ARE a member, please stick with us! Renew your subscription now if you haven’t already. See at
the end of this magazine for payment details.

Please also spread the word about us. We all have mates who are or were in the FAA so raise the
subject and ask for their support. The blurb below tells a little about who we are and what we do.

• We are a not -for-profit ex-Service Organisation incorporated for the benefit of current and former
members of the FAA. We have Divisions in every State and Territory except the NT, which is
administered by other States.

• Our aim is to unite former and serving Naval Aviation personnel and to maintain the bonds of
friendship amongst that group. We also strive to preserve the history of the Fleet Air Arm.

• Members receive the quarterly journal Slipstream (in hard or soft copy) which publishes stories and
recollections of interest, and, if they have an email address, the electronic monthly magazine FlyBy
which provides news, advice and various other articles. In a normal year this amounts to 16
publications with a cumulative offering of about five hundred pages of reading and entertainment!

• From time to time we also undertake activities such as arranging meetings, social events, re-unions
of Fleet Air Arm personnel, awards or medallions of merit to the top naval aviation achievers and the
provision of advice to its members on welfare matters, where possible. The Association can also
make submissions to various committees on matters related to the treatment of ex-servicemen and
women, as well as contributing to naval aviation discussions.

You can see our new website here, or find us by typing FAAAA into your search engine. Eligible people
can join by clicking on the link on that page, which gives you all details as well as an application form.
Membership rates are reasonable – about the price of one good cup of coffee per month!

The webmaster is also happy to answer any questions – email him here♣

Why Should I Renew My
Membership, or Join The
Association?FAAAA

Conditional upon state and
Defence regulations with respect
to gatherings and cross border
travel, the final presentation
ceremonies to award the
Australian Service Medal (with
clasp Counter Terrorism) for
Operation Bursa, are planned as
follows:

• Melbourne (RAAF Laverton)
– Friday 14 Jan 22

• Brisbane (HMAS Moreton) – Friday 21 Jan 22
The most recent presentation ceremony was at the
Fleet Air Arm Museum, Nowra on Monday 13 Dec
21.
Those who have received their medals or are in
“processing” are:
• Batches 1-10 - notified (eg “received and

OP BURSA RECOGNITION UPDATE by CAPT Andrew Whittaker

registered” email from the Team) between
29 Jan 21 and 1 Nov 21 - medals received

• Batch 11 - notified after 2 Nov 21 - processing

If you are in any of Batches 1-10 and have not
received your medal, tell the Team.

The OP Bursa Recognition Team will close down
permanently on 25 January 2022. Ongoing
management will be handed to Navy Honours and
Awards.

In order to get as many OP Bursa veterans
processed by that time by a dedicated ASM CT/SR
team, tell your mates who may qualify to apply NOW
via this link.

The most recent photo of a presentation is featured
later in this magazine ♣

https://www.faaaa.asn.au
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/operation-bursa-recognition/
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USS New
Orleans
The Ship That
Wouldn’t Die

Snippets of History

An Astoria-class cruiser built in 1933, USS New
Orleans was a big warship. Nearly 200 metres
long, she mounted nine 8-inch guns, big
batteries of anti-aircraft weaponry and carried a
ship’s company well in excess of 1000 men. The
vessel was a major unit of the US Navy’s cruiser
forces operating in the Pacific.
She had been serving with a force comprising
the heavy ships USS Northampton, USS
Minneapolis, USS New Orleans and USS
Pensacola, plus the light cruiser USS Honolulu
and fleet destroyers screening the cruiser force.
Rear Admiral C.H. Wright USN commanded this
Task Force 67.
Near midnight on November 30, 1942, in what
became known as the Battle of Tassafaronga,
the American ships engaged Rear Admiral
Tanaka’s 2nd Destroyer Flotilla of the Imperial
Japanese Navy, comprising eight ships, some of
which were carrying troops and supplies to
Guadalcanal and other Japanese-held areas of
the Solomon Islands.
Japanese torpedoes, which were superior at
that time to those used by the Americans,
wreaked terrible havoc on the US warships. In
the night battle, USS Northampton was sunk,
Minneapolis and New Orleans had their bows
blown off and Pensacola was severely
damaged.
The New Orleans was unable to head into the
seas with her great bow blown away. In a feat of
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sheer ingenuity, trunks of coconut trees were cut
and brought on board to help shore up the section
exposed to the elements when the bows were
lost.
A decision was made to steam the warship
backwards — stern first — from the Solomons all
the way to Sydney, for temporary repairs at least.
Alongside Garden Island naval base, Australian
workmen fitted a false bow, enabling the ship to
steam across the Pacific to an American shipyard
where a whole new permanent bow was built and
fitted.
It was almost a year before the three damaged
cruisers — New Orleans, Minneapolis and
Pensacola — could rejoin the fleet.
Australia had a special affinity with USS New
Orleans. Not only did the cruiser return here in
such spectacular manner for initial repair by
Australian workmen, but the location where her
battle had taken place off Savo Island was close
to where the Australian cruisers HMAS Australia,
Canberra and Hobart had been in action
supporting other US cruisers just a shade earlier.
HMAS Canberra had been badly damaged. Eighty-four of her ship’s company were killed, died of wounds or
were declared missing; and 109 of her men were wounded.
Unlike New Orleans, there was no hope of getting HMAS Canberra back to Sydney for, unable to steam and
listing badly, she finally had to be sent to the bottom.
USS New Orleans survived the war and 14 years later, in 1959, was scrapped at a shipyard at Baltimore,
USA.♣

The illogical views of people who don’t know how lucky they are hasn’t
changed much over the centuries...

Above. The USS New Orleans alongside in Garden Island,
with a temporary bow fitted. It was sufficient to allow her
to steam across the Pacific where a permanent forward
section was finally fitted.



If there’s one thing that COVID has
brought to the fore, it is the humble little
QR code - you know, that little black and
white picture on the doorway of every
establishment you want to enter. It looks
like a barcode gone wrong, but...bingo!
Every time you point your phone at it, the
goodies come up! But what is it, how
does it work and what are the risks?
TheQuickResponse code is a type of barcode which
shows a series of pixels in a square shaped grid.
Develped by the Japanese, its original task was
inventory management.
It’s developers, a company called Denso Wave,
made their invention publicly available so its use
quickly spread.
A ‘traditional’ Barcode can only be read by a device
in one direction - top to bottom. This means it can
only store a small amount of information, usually in
numeric format (eg a stock number). The QR code,
on the other hand, is read top to bottom and left to
right, allowing it to house significantly more data.
The QR code reader - for example, your mobile
phone - can identify a standard QR code based on
the three large squares on its periphery. It then
knows that everything within their boundary is code.
It analyses this by breaking the whole thing into a
grid. It then looks at the individual grid squares and
assigns each one a value, based on whether it is
black or white. It then groups grid squares to create
larger patterns.
There are six components to a QR code, as follows:
1 Quiet Zone - This is the empty white border

around the outside of a QR code. Without this
border, a QR reader will not be able to determine
what is and is not contained within the QR code
(due to interference from outside elements).

2 Finder pattern - QR codes usually contain three
black squares in the bottom left, top left, and top

right corners. These squares tell a QR reader that
it is looking at a QR code and where the outside
boundaries of the code lie.

3 Alignment pattern - This is another smaller
square contained somewhere near the bottom
right corner. It ensures that the QR code can be
read, even if it is skewed or at an angle.

4 Timing pattern - This is an L-shaped line that runs
between the three squares in the finder pattern.
The timing pattern helps the reader identify
individual squares within the whole code and
makes it possible for a damaged QR code to be
read.

5 Version information - This is a small field of
information contained near the top–right finder
pattern cell. This identifies which version of the QR
code is being read (see “Types of QR code”
below).

6 Data cells - The rest of the QR code
communicates the actual information, i.e., the
URL, phone number, or message it contains.

QR code-generating software does not collect
personally identifiable information. The data it does
collect can be the location, the number of times and
time of day the code has been scanned, and the
operating system of the device that scanned it (your
phone).
QR code technology is secure and cannot be hacked.
The security risks don’t stem from that technology, but
from the final destination of each code - that is, the
‘landing’ webpage. These risks are the same for any
internet transaction.
Here are some of the ways third parties could
compromise QR codes. Print posters with malicious
codes that take you to an untrustworthy landing page.
Print stickers containing hostile, counterfeit QR codes
and paste them over legitimate ones. This would then
take the User to an untrustworthy landing page.
All in all, however, the risks are small. As long as you
remain vigilant when using the Internet, QR codes are
safe. ♣
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Last Month we asked if any readers knew what type
of aircraft this was (above), and of the story behind it.
Astonishingly, the answer is that it’s a Hawker
Hurricane Mk 1 - albeit heavily modified. But why on
earth would anyone want such a classic fighter to be
a bi-plane?
By the start of WW2 the writing was on the wall for bi-
planes. Better structural materials and more powerful
engines allowed the construction of monoplanes with
better manoeuvrability, improved strength, higher
payloads and greater speed - the staples of a
successful warplane. Of these, speed was one of the
most important, and the drag induced by a second
wing had been a huge impediment which drew
designers to a single-wing concept.
But there was a trade-off. Although a second wing
added drag, it also provided greater lift. An aircraft
built with two mainplanes could typically lift 20% more
than a monoplane.
F. Hills and Son (Hillson), a British aircraft
manufacturer of the time, pondered this trade-off and
asked the question: ‘what about an aircraft that had
two wings to provide additional lift when it was most
needed (take off and climb), but which could be
converted to a single wing monoplane in flight to give
speed in combat?
They took the concept to the British Air Ministry who
promptly rejected it, but were undeterred and set
about building a test aircraft at their own expense.
The first result was the Hillson “Bi Mono”, which
boasted an ejectable upper wing, euphemistically
called a ‘slip wing’.
It was a very small aircraft, with a wingspan of just 20
feet and a fuselage slightly shorter. A wing jettison
trial was required and the event was moved from

Above. The Hillson Bi-Mono Slip Wing concept
aircraft, with the upper biplane fitted in the first
image, and detached in the lower. The idea was to
employ the additional lift afforded by the second wing
to give a higher payload and rate of climb but then
jettison it to allow higher speeds for combat.

Manchester to Blackpool (on the coast), lest the
detached wing (if the trial succeeded) should strike
someone on the ground.
The first live separation took place on 16 July 1941
with the little Bi-Mono being followed by a Hudson full
of curious observers.
On ejecting the upper wing the test pilot reported an
immediate stall and loss of about 200 feet in altitude -
unsurprising considering the sudden reduction in lift -
but the concept was judged to be a success, and was
sufficient to get the Air Ministry on board.
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They allocated a single clapped-out Hawker Hurricane for
trials. She was a Mk.1, formerly of the Royal Canadian Air
Force, which had seen much action and was close to the end
of its useful life. Presumably the Ministry considered it
expendable. We are not sure if the test pilot was chosen for his
expendability too.
There is no evidence to suggest the upper wing was
detachable. Perhaps by then the concept had shifted to simply
exploring how the extra lift could be used for long ferry flights
(with extra fuel in the upper wing), and/or taking off from shorter
airfields with heavy loads. The slender struts were certainly not
designed to take combat loading.
The aircraft was officially designated the F.H.40 - but was
universally known as the “Hillson Hurricane” It was tested at
Boscome Down, the trials unit, in May of 1943, before being
cancelled due to the poor performance of the aircraft and the
fact that emerging models of the Hurricane performed quite
well without the need for two wings.
So, there you have it...a bi-plane Hurricane! You can see a
YouTube video of it here.
If anyone has other suggestions for a “Mystery Photo” please
let me hear them. Ed. ♣

Two views of the modified Hurricane. The unsubstantial struts
suggest this was an interim design, just to see how it
performed. The answer was...like a dog. The extra drag
caused by the second wing was significant. By then, more
advanced mono-wing models performed well enough to
negate the few advantages the extra wing offered. ♣

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-cGrd7bNRQ
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This month’s Mystery Photo features HMAS Melbourne in a specific place
and on a particular mission. But where was she and what was the mission?
Hint: the forward Flight Deck is virtually empty and the guns of her Battle
Group were pointed fore and aft. Answers to the Editor here. ♣

Last month we asked for stories about working on or flying in the A4
Skyhawk. There’s been a good start and the framework of the book
is coming together, but the authors need much more.

They are looking for your memories, so pretty much anything you
can think of will be welcome. It might be a specific event you
remember: recollections of your first deck landing (or worst/most
frightening); what you loved or hated about the aircraft; what the
Squadron was like; stories about serving on 805/724; personalities
on the Squadron; runs ashore; the best/worst maintenance you
ever saw; or your most memorable flight. The sky is pretty much
the limit on what subject you choose.

This is being put together into a full sized book that will capture the essence of the A4 and the generations
of people who kept them in the air. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to make it as special as the era
deserves. Send your emails to David Prest or Peter Greenfield. ♣

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
mailto:davidmprest@gmail.com
mailto:purpsg@gmail.com
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Entire Aussie Taipan MRH-90
Fleet To Be Scrapped
Defence Minister Peter Dutton has announced the
Army will follow Navy's decision to replace its locally
produced Airbus MRH-90 Taipans with off-the-shelf
Sikorsky-manufactured helicopters, in a move
expected to cost billions of dollars.
"Taipan has been a project of concern for the last
decade, it's had nine instances where it's been
unsuitable to fly," Mr Dutton said.
"I'm just not going to put our people in that position —
we want the best equipment for them, and the Black
Hawk clearly is going to provide that outcome.
Army currently has 41 Taipans in service, which are
operated out of Townsville and Oakey in Queensland,
and flown by 6th Aviation Regiment in Sydney.

MRH-90 helicopters have been in Army service since
2007 and despite some performance advantages

The wreckage of the British F-35 lost last month
has been recovered from the sea bed in a delicate
seven-day operation involving vessels from Britain,
Italy and America. It was a relatively quick
evolution leaving Defence confident there had
been no compromise to the sensitive equipment
carried aboard the £120 million F-35B jet.

In the meantime, a member of the ship’s crew has
been arrested for leaking footage about the crash.
It is understood that he has been transported back
to the UK to face charges, but it is unclear if he is in
the Royal Navy or RAF. ♣

over the Black Hawk, have been
plagued with poor availability and
fleet-wide groundings.

The ADF grounded all Taipan
helicopters earlier this year due to
safety and maintenance concerns.

Defence sources say Airbus was
recently informed of Australia's
decision, and the government is now
approaching the United States
government to buy up to 40 Black

Hawks for the Army and 12 Seahawks for the Navy.

"I've spoken to the CEO of the company involved
about my concerns, a number of months ago, and
Defence has been working constantly with the
company to try and resolve the issues," Mr Dutton
said.

"But clearly [those issues] are unresolvable, and for
that reason we've made the decision to terminate that
program and to go with a Black Hawk program."

In October the US revealed it had approved the $1.3
billion export to Australia of 12 Sikorsky Romeo
Seahawk helicopters, which will eventually replace
the Navy's six MRH-90s.

Defence industry figures say the decision to scrap the
Taipans, which were assembled in Australia using a
European design, signals the government is
determined to prioritise defence capability over all
other considerations, including local manufacturing.♣
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Wings over the Illawarra took place
over the weekend of 27/28

November and was successful,
despite the appalling weather lead-

up in the days before. Both
vintage and modern Navy aircraft
featured strongly, as these images

show.

Above. Vic Battese (ex FAA) and
Terry Wilson flew in the Naval
Heritage UH1-B to do a quick

photo recce of the crowd before
settling down as a static display on
the Sunday. Left Upper: Tracker
844, crewed by Owen Nicholls
and Steve McMahon (both ex

FAA) was a firm favourite, doing
fast taxy and wing-fold work in front

of an appreciative crowd. Left
Lower. The dismal weather finally
turned good on the Sunday and

record crowds came out, as shown
around this Navy EC135 trainer.

The date for the next Wings over
Illawarra has been set for 12-13

Nov 2022 and it promises to be the
biggest yet, so scribe the dates in
your diary! More details and the
ability to pre-book tickets here.

(All images courtesy of HARS)♣

https://wingsoverillawarra.com.au
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Here’s something you don’t see
every day - the working end of a
Schiebel S-100 Camcopter UAS
belonging to 822X Squadron
(CMDR Philip Woodward) at
HMAS Albatross.

The role of the Squadron is to
conduct experimentation and
evaluation activities with
Unmanned Aircraft Systems to
develop operational knowledge,
experience and procedures.
Aside from the Camcopter, the
Squadron is the only unit in the
RAN Fleet Air Arm to still operate
fixed-wing aircraft: the Scan
Eagle. ♣

After months and months of delays and
procrastination, we finally have tangible
progress in the quest to replace the sign at the
Errol Kavanagh oval at Narrabundah,
Canberra. Readers will remember that this is
close to where Errol lost his life in a MIG crash
in March of 1993.
We have been working with Department of
Parks and Recreation in Canberra to get the
sign replaced with a new, all weather item, and
they have advised this will happen in the first
quarter of 2022. We‘ll bring you more about
that closer to the date. ♣

NEW WARBIRD
ON THE BLOCK
Our Friends at Vintage
Wings of Canada have
just released pictures of
their newly certified
Hawker Hurricane XII.
After nearly 15 years of
restoration the warbird is
ready to test in the Spring
of 2022.
The Hurricane inflicted
nearly 60% of the
Luftwaffe’s losses in the
Battle of Britain, and
fought in every major
theatre of the Second
World War. By the time
production ceased in July
1944, over 14,000 had
been built.
The warbird is painted in
the markings of P2961, a
Hurricane I flown by FO Willie McKnight DFC and Bar, Canada’s most
outstanding WW2 fighter ace of the first 18 months of the war. He lost his
life in January 1941 over the English Channel.
You can see much more of this beautiful restoration here. ♣

https://www.vintagewings.ca/hurricane-mk-xii
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FIRST TRITON ON TRACK
Northrop Grumman Corp. recently completed
a significant milestone in the production of
Australia’s first MQ-4C Triton when the
aircraft fuselage was mounted onto Triton’s
unique one-piece wing, the company said.
Once completed and delivered, Triton’s
powerful payload and endurance will provide
the Royal Australian Air Force the ability to
detect and analyse threats that were
previously undetectable.
Australia’s first Triton is on track to be
delivered just as the U.S. Navy expects to
achieve initial operating capability with its
multi-intelligence Tritons, the same
configuration Australia is receiving. The
identical capabilities will allow the RAAF and U.S. Navy to share data and maintain an unblinking
autonomous intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance and targeting capability over some of the world’s
most critical maritime regions. (Courtesy Sea Power Magazine).♣

CAPT Andrew Whittaker poses with the latest Batch of ASM(CT) recipients after the presentation at
Nowra.Back row:Richard Lalor, Guy Flower, Tony Reyne, Darryl Varcoe, Chris Hall.Front row: John
Clothier, Peter Little, Andrew Whittaker, Paul Good, Anthony Reidy

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
If you have not yet paid your annual

membership subscription please note
that it is now due. It’s cheap, easy to
pay and will secure your membership:

so please - action now.
Details on page 31.

https://seapowermagazine.org/mq-4c-triton-uas-arrives-in-florida-as-australian-triton-takes-shape/
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We are looking for two volunteers who are
prepared to put something back into the
FAAAA community by serving as either
Secretary or Treasurer for the NSWDivision of
the Association.
These positions are to replace the incumbent members
who have elected to take a well-earned rest after many
years of extraordinary service to the Association.
The NSW committee usually meets around once every
two months and the meetings run to an hour or so.
Conservatively, you’d be committing to no more than a day or so per month spread over the
year.
You do not need to be Nowra based as meetings can be held on line. Provided you have a
computer you will be able to excel in the position.
So, if you are prepared to put something back into the FAA veteran community and join the
team, please contact the Editor here who will be pleased to provide more details on how you
can help.
DON’T DELAY - THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO JOIN THE TEAMAND CONTRIBUTE TO

THE VETERAN COMMUNITY. ♣

Endpiece Opinion by the Editor
A very recent Press Article crossed my desk yester‐
day, advising that the UK Armed Forces are to get
new guidance on how to use “inclusive language”.
Allegedly the brain child of the British Defence Secre‐
tary, who reportedly said “he was unhappy with the
current advice”, the guide will provide more inclusive
ways to address disability, race, gender, age, religion,
sexual orientation and social mobility.

For example, phrases such as “crippled with debt”,
“deaf to our pleas” and “blind drunk” are to be discour‐
aged, lest they offend people who are not so mobile,
or of diminished hearing or sight.
Similarly, UK soldiers, sailors and airpersons are to
be aware that “women” and “females” may not neces‐
sarily be biologically the same. Referring to women
as female is perceived as reducing a woman to her
reproductive parts and abilities. It would appear that,
from now on, members (are we allowed to say that?)
are to refer to “the women in the platoon” rather than
“the females in the platoon”.
The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) wants personnel to
put the ‘person-first’ when speaking to others, only
referencing characteristics when they are relevant,
and doing so in specific ways.
This follows a general PC trend in the UK. For exam‐
ple, “breast feeding” is said to become “chest feed‐
ing”, and phrases such as “lame duck,” “swine flu”
(that may offend Pork Producers) and even “flush toi‐
let” (which is under the watchful eye of the Green
Movement) are on the broader social not-to-be-used
list. It is not clear if these offenders will make their way
into the Defence instruction, however.
A MoD spokesperson said that its 30 page Inclusive
Language Guide was a ‘practical toolkit’ [perhaps
‘maintenance kit’ would have been better there?] to
help servicemen and women under-stand why “cer‐
tain words or use of language is hurtful or non-inclu‐
sive”.
There is no question that respect between us is impor‐
tant - but so is balance. The vast majority of men and
women know which gender they are, and rejoice in it.
Are the Brits really going to change their language,
culture and ethos for a tiny minority who, like as not,
are not offended by the present syntax?
Similarly, we all know that phrases such as “deaf as a

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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The Right Honourable Ben
Wallace MP, UK Secretary of

State for Defence.

post” are figures of
speech in our won‐
derfully rich lan‐
guage, and, in that
example, is a re‐
flection on the
inanimate object
rather than poor
old Grandad who is
hard of hearing.
Who on earth de‐
cided that such a
phrase would up‐
set deaf people?
Or other figures of speech like it?
One could write this trend off as as a social quirk, but
what is really of concern is that the Defence Secre‐
tary and Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS) allegedly
believe it will assist the UK armed forces “...to tackle
the threat(s) of the future”. It would seem their as‐
sessment of future risks is different to everybody
else’s.
When it comes to delivering capability, the risk of of‐
fending a tiny minority should be far down the list of
priorites in this troubled world. Manipulating the psy‐
che of men and women in uniform, to the point where
they worry about every word they say lest they offend
someone, will soon get in the way of how they do
their job.
Any military force is, at the end of the day, expected
to bring lethal force to bear when directed to do so.
Causing them to worry about minute pedantics of be‐
ing Politically Correct is not conducive to the projec‐
tion of that ability.
Or, when the shooting starts, are they suddenly ex‐
pected to be brainwashed to a different standard?
The views expressed in this article are solely those of
the Editor, and are not necessarily shared by the Fleet
Air Arm Association, its office bearers, or the readers
of this magazine. ♣
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Subscription Payment
for Members

NSW DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$40.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –
$30.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 637 000
Account: 7168 19 388
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA NSW Division, PO
Box 28, NOWRA 2541. Ensure you put your full
name on the back!

ACT DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$36.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –
$24.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 032 719
Account: 374 093.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The President FAAAAAct Division, 41
Noarlunga Crescent, BONYTHON 2905. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

SA DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -
$49.00. If you receive Electronic Slipstream – $37.00
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 065 118
Account: 009 05 668.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA SA Division,
460/1075 Grand Junction Road, HOPE VALLEY 5090.
Ensure you put your full name on the back!

QLD DIVISION
Amount: $40.00 per annum.
Please note subs would be appreciated no later than
end Jan22.
Account Name: FAAAQld
BSB: 034 611
Account: 171 277.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial.
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAA QLD Divn, 6/74
Mattocks Rd., Varsity Lakes, QLD 4227. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

WA DIVISION has declined to publish its payment
details. If you have any queries please contact the
Secretary, Keith Taylor.

VIC DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$45.00.
Associate Members - $15.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 083 961
Account: 3108 23 774.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA VIC Division, PO
Box 2179 RMH Post Office, PARKVILLE 3050.
Ensure you put your full name on the back!

TAS DIVISION
Amount: $35.00 per annum.
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 037 013
Account: 133 119.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA TAS Division, 7
Danbury Drive, LEGANA 7277. Ensure you put your
full name on the back!

Did you know you can pay for future years of
membership in advance (except ACT
Division)? This will protect you from future
price increases, and will save you from the
chore of renewing each year.
Simply make your payment a multiple of
however many years you wish to sign up for:
e.g. for a NSW Slipstream ‘Softcopy’ recipient,
one year = $30, two years = $60.00 and so on.

If you need some advice/help
You can make a payment as per the instructions
on the left, but if you need to contact your
Secretary you can do so using the links below.
NSW – Dick Martin
ACT – George Sydney
VIC – Mal Smith
SA – Jan Akeroyd
TAS – Graham Nicholas
WA – Keith Taylor
QLD – John Stewart

or: Contact the Database Manager, Paul Norris,
who can offer advice on your membership details.

mailto:pincher@iprimus.com.au
mailto:sydneys5@optusnet.com.au
mailto:r59167@bigpond.com
mailto:jakeroyd4@bigpond.com
mailto:grahamnicolas@aapt.net.au
mailto:ktt59345@bigpond.net.au
mailto:jbs55394@gmail.com
mailto:pauldnorris@bigpond.com


Few images capture the gulf between modern and early force
projection better than this stunning photograph by Able Seaman
Imagery Specialist Phillip Cullinan.

The two Australian Light Horse re-enactors in the foreground with their
bolt-action .303 Lee Enfield rifles emphasise the awesome strike power
of the Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters following them - yet
less than 100 years separate the two forms of warfare.

Taken in 2004 the ceremony marked the hand-over of the first two Tigers to the Australian Army at Oakey Army Air Base. ♣

Great Photographs
No. 2 by ABIS Phillip Cullinan
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